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Abstract
This thesis focuses on developing an evolutionary art system using genetic
programming. The main goal is to produce new forms of evolutionary art that
filter existing images into new non-photorealistic (NPR) styles, by obtaining
images that look like traditional media such as watercolor or pencil, as well
as brand new effects. The approach permits GP to generate creative forms
of NPR results. The GP language is extended with different techniques
and methods inspired from NPR research such as colour mixing expressions,
image processing filters and painting algorithm. Colour mixing is a major
new contribution, as it enables many familiar and innovative NPR effects
to arise. Another major innovation is that many GP functions process the
canvas (rendered image), while is dynamically changing. Automatic fitness
scoring uses aesthetic evaluation models and statistical analysis, and multi-
objective fitness evaluation is used. Results showed a variety of NPR effects,
as well as new, creative possibilities.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Evolutionary Computation (EC) is a branch of computational intelligence
which is based on the biological evolution mechanism [23, 33, 66]. All the
techniques in this area use the idea of having populations of individuals which
are generated using evolutionary reproduction such as crossover and muta-
tion. Some of the famous EC techniques are: genetic algorithm, evolutionary
programming, evolutionary strategy and genetic programming.
Evolutionary art and design is one of the research areas in EC [43,64,75].
Using EC techniques, the aim is to have creativity in making new artworks,
images and designs. Many researchers have been working in the area of evolu-
tionary art to discover creative and intelligent systems capable of generating
interesting art works. Evolutionary art and design can be used to improve
an existing design or find some new solutions for a specific problem.
A field of research in computer graphics is non-photorealistic rendering
(NPR) [11,30,77]. The idea of NPR is to have systems which are capable of
generating imagery which looks like traditional human generated art done in
natural media such as watercolor, pen-and-ink and pencil.
In this thesis research, the main attempt is to create an evolutionary
art system with NPR characteristics, which means to have results look like
traditional media such as watercolor, oil and pencil, as well as brand new
effects. Genetic programming is used in this research. There are a few
evolutionary art papers that use genetic programming to create NPR effects
such as [5,14,31,55]. However they did not go to great depths in this regard.
For this thesis the GP language is extended with the ideas and techniques
inspired from the NPR literature [11, 24, 30, 50, 69, 77]. A goal for the im-
plementation is to not limit the creativity aspect of GP. If pre-existing NPR
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algorithms are used, there may be few new “discoveries” possible. One idea
to encourage more creativity is to have operators and data used by differ-
ent NPR algorithms. These techniques can be categorized to different areas
such as: canvas/paper, brush/pencil, colour, filter and other ideas. For each
of these categories there are a number of different methods and techniques
which can be used as a building block functions in the GP language.
One thing to be investigated is how to render the canvas, in other words,
how to choose the locations as the starting points to apply the brush strokes.
Neufeld [14] processed the canvas using top-left to bottom-up method apply-
ing the painting expression for every pixel on the canvas. For this research
other ideas are used. One idea is to use a “mask” to find the next unrendered
pixel to start from in top-left to bottom-up method. Another idea is to use
a “mask” in a random selection method.
In this thesis two categories of fitness evaluation are considered, namely
aesthetic models and statistical analyses. There is some research to find
a way of scoring images according to how aesthetically pleasing they are
[19, 35, 41, 58]. The first attempt for this thesis research is to apply DFN
(deviation from normality) as the aesthetic fitness function [38] which mea-
sure correspondence of an image to a bell curve gradient. Another analysis,
the colour histogram test [45], calculates the quadric histogram distance be-
tween the colours of a source and target image. With the hope of finding
more creative and some new brand results by GP, some statistical analysis
and feature tests are used in this thesis. For example the value of mean,
standard deviation of the result images can be used as fitness scores. Other
tests such as entropy, skewness and kurtosis are considered.
The results from this research are evaluated in two ways: performance
analysis and a human survey. First the fitness values from different experi-
ments are analyzed and compared with each other. Since fitness performance
does not guarantee if the result images are aesthetically pleasing to a human,
a human survey is also undertaken, similar to ones in [60,63]. The survey is
used to see if viewers find the GP evolved images to have NPR-like charac-
teristics.
1.1 Goal
In this thesis the main goal is to have an artistic evolutionary system us-
ing genetic programming to generate non-photorealistic rendering (NPR).
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There are three main contributions introduced to reach the main goal in this
research:
(1) Extend GP Language
(2) Using different canvas processing methods
(3) Using different fitness evaluation methods
This research is motivated by, and extended, Neufeld et al. [14]. The main
common concepts with his work are: (i) using image processing filters such
as moment and sobel (ii) using the painting algorithm from [50] (iii) using
DFN, mean, standard deviation and CHISTQ as fitness scores. However, in
this thesis, the GP language is extended by adding different colour mixing
functions and some NPR techniques such as Kuwahara and mean shift seg-
mentation. Neufeld has two versions of painting functions (paint and general
paint); here, there are eight types of painting functions which make differ-
ent types of results. Here also there are more fitness functions implemented,
namely entropy, skewness and kurtosis. Another difference between Neufeld’s
and this research is to have other methods to process the canvas. Neufeld
processes every pixel of the image. Here, a mask buffer is used to paint un-
coloured pixels. Another method randomly selects some pixels within the
image to be painted (as the center of the brush stroke). A mask buffer is
used in this method too.
1.2 Thesis Structure
The structure of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 contains background
information about genetic programming and multi-objective optimization.
Chapter 3 reviews the literature in the area of NPR, evolutionary art and
different methods of image evaluation. Chapter 4 describes the implemented
system model in details. Chapter 5 explains the methods used as fitness eval-
uation of GP. Chapter 6 analyses the performance of the results. Chapter 7
contains different experiments to show the effects of using different parame-
ters. Chapter 8 shows some miscellaneous experiments. Chapter 9 shows the
human survey results. Chapter 10 describes the results and compares them
to other research. Chapter 11 summarizes the work done for this thesis, and




Genetic Programming (GP) is an evolutionary algorithm (EA) technique
which tries to find good solutions for a problem by evolving a population
of computer programs for that specific problem [66, 67]. It uses the idea of
evolution in nature which finds the fittest individuals to breed and produce
new offspring for the next generation.
2.1.1 Representation
The GP population is comprised of computer programs. GP can be deter-
mined as a branch of genetic algorithm (GA). One of the benefits of GP over
GA is to use variable length structures to generate each individual. Here each
individual or computer program is represented by a tree structure, which is a
hierarchical composition of functions and terminals. The terminal nodes are
leafs in the tree structure, and they can be constant or non-argument func-
tions. The rest of the tree is made of function nodes which can be arithmetic
functions, mathematical functions, logical functions or any specific functions
for the problem domain. The GP can be constrained by the type it uses
for the terminals and the function’s arguments by applying strongly-typed
GP [51]. For example the function set can contains of some arithmetic func-
tions such as X+Y which has two arguments of type “double”, and some
logical function such as If Then Else using “boolean” type for the condition
argument.
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2.1.2 Genetic Programming Algorithm
Genetic programming algorithm is shown in Figure 2.1. First, random com-
puter programs are generated using the function and terminal sets as the
initialized generation. Each computer program is evaluated and given a fit-
ness score which shows how well it works according to the problem. Then
with a selection method some good scoring individuals are chosen for repro-
duction, namely crossover and mutation, to generate some new offspring for
the next generation. This process continues until termination criteria is met.
Figure 2.1: Genetic Programming Algorithm
2.1.3 Crossover and Mutation
Subtree crossover generates new offspring by randomly selecting two nodes
and replaces the subtree rooted at the first parent crossover point by the
selected subtree of the second parent. A copy of each parent is used for this
operation with the purpose of reusing the original parents. If the size of the
offspring is greater than the maximum depth parameter, the operation will
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be reapplied again on the same parents. Figure 2.2 shows an example of
crossover.
Figure 2.2: An example of subtree crossover operation
Subtree mutation which can be considered as a crossover operation between a
randomly selected individual and a randomly generated tree. Here the type
of selected node in the selected tree for mutation should be the same as the
rooted node of the randomly generated one. See Figure 2.3
2.1.4 Selection
There are different probabilistic selection methods to select individuals for
reproduction. Here tournament selection is used as GP selection method. In
this method, k individuals (k is the tournament size) from the population are
randomly selected and compared based on their fitness scores and then the
best individual is chosen to do a crossover or reproduction operation. Tour-
nament selection just considers which individual is better than another but
not how much better. Moreover, since for crossover operation two individuals
are needed, two tournament selections are made.
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Figure 2.3: An example of subtree mutation operation
2.1.5 Evaluation
After generating the individuals of each generation (also after initialization
phase) there is an evaluation step. Each individual is rendered on some
input values or specific values for that problem and then a fitness function
is run. It evaluates the individual according to the results it made, and a
numerical value is calculated and assigned to that individual as its fitness
score. This score shows how well each individual or program can solve the
defined problem. The individuals with better scores have a higher chance to
be selected for reproduction.
2.2 Multi-Objective Optimization
Although there are some problems that have a single goal to solve, many
problems in the real world have more than one characteristic to be solved, this
leads research into the area of multi-objective optimization (MOO) [29, 42].
Here the goal is to find optimal solutions respecting to all the dimensions
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(objectives) of the problem.
2.2.1 Weighted Sum
One common method to analyze a multi-objective problem is to apply a
weight to each score of each objective and combine them, which is known as
weighted sum.
FitnessScore = f1 ∗W1 + f2 ∗W2 + ...+ fn ∗Wn (2.1)
This computes one score to be assigned to the individual, and so the problem
can be considered as a single-objective problem. By changing the weight of
each dimension, the importance of each dimension can be changed.
2.2.2 Pareto Ranking
There are many problems which have objectives belong to different concepts,
and there is no natural way to combine them together. Pareto Ranking
[20,42] keeps all the scores of the individual independent from each other, and
compare individuals by the notion of dominance. One individual dominates
the other if it is as good as the others in all the dimensions, and is better in
at least one dimension. It can be formulated as follow:
X dominates Y:
∀i : Xi >= Yi ∧ ∃i : Xi > Yi (2.2)
Here the individuals which cannot be dominated by any other individuals in
the population get rank 1. Then all these rank 1’s individuals are removed
from the population and the remaining individuals are ranked again to find
the rank 2. This process continues until all the individuals in the population
are assigned by a rank. The rank assigned to each individual is considered
its fitness score. Therefore at the end of GP run there are a number of rank
1 solutions for that problem which can be considered as potential solutions.
Moreover, this method has some disadvantages such as being inefficient for
high dimensions problems since it is difficult to find distinct domination
between the individuals of the population and almost every individuals get
rank 1. Figures 2.4 shows an example of Pareto scoring for a minimization
problem. Here individuals 1,2 and 3 get rank 1’s because of their scores in
Objective 2, Objective 1 and Objective 4 respectively. Since individual 4 and
5 can not dominate each other both get rank 2’s.
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Figure 2.4: Pareto scoring example
2.2.3 Rank Sum
Rank Sum is a method which can be used for multi-objective problems with
many dimensions [28]. Here the scores of all dimensions for an individual are
calculated and stored separately as (f1, ..., fk) and each fitness score is ranked
comparing the individual with all other ones in the population to obtain to





a fitness score is assigned to each individual.
Normalized rank sum is similar to the rank sum in obtaining (r1, ..., rk) for
each individual. However these ranks are then normalized by dividing each
ranks by the maximum value of that rank (r1/r1max, ..., rk/rkmax). Then these
new normalized ranks are used in a weighted sum function to calculate the
fitness score for the individuals.
Figures 2.5 shows examples of scoring for rank sum and normalized rank
sum. Here individuals are ranked for each objective (base on the raw scores
in Figure 2.4). Then the sum of the ranks are calculated by adding up the
ranks of objects for each individual. To calculate the normalized rank, each
object rank is divided by the max rank of that objective then the sum of all
normalized objectives for each individual is calculated.
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Figure 2.5: Rank sum and normalized rank sum scoring
Chapter 3
Literature Review
3.1 Non Photorealistic Rendering
Non Photorealistic Rendering (NPR) is a field in computer graphic research
which is focusing on generating images that look like traditional human gen-
erated art done in natural media, such as watercolor, pen, ink and pen-
cil [11, 30, 77]. While “photorealism” techniques are judged by how their
results are closed to a real photograph, in NPR how effectively the images
“communicate the essence of a scene” [11] is important. NPR research can be
divided to three main categories [11]: artistic media simulation, user-assisted
image creation, and automatic image creation. The purpose of artistic me-
dia simulation is to represent physical properties of an artistic medium such
as pencil, pen-and-ink, watercolor, etc. The second category tries to have
systems with the ability of guiding the user to create artistic images. The
third category of research creates artistic images automatically. Some repre-
sentative NPR research is as follows.
In Haeberli [57] abstract impressionistic images are created by implement-
ing an interactive system help the user to have varies of representations from
a single source image. Point-sampling the source image at a set number of
locations by the user, the brush strokes are rendered on those positions. Each
brush stroke has five properties which are location, colour, size, direction and
shape.
In Colton et al. [69] an NPR system namely Painting Fool is combined
with a machine vision system which is used to analyze a short video of a
person expressing an emotion and extract some specific information for the
11
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Painting Fool system. Mapping this data to a specific artistic style, this sys-
tem renders a portrait painting which is showing that emotion. The NPR
system has two main steps, namely segmenting the entire image and render-
ing the shapes in each segment using different painting styles.
Hertzmann [3] has a method to generate hand-painted images using series
of spline brush strokes. This system uses a numbers of layers. The sketch
in the first layer is drawn by a large brush then smaller brushes are used for
upper layer with a method to find the region that the small brushes need to
be applied (the blurred of the source image). Using different brush sizes and
having a long curved brush strokes which is aligned to normal gradients of
the source image, this system generates pleasing results.
Huang et al. [24] describes a paint brush style simulation which uses brush
strokes with multiple colours and different textures assigned to each stroke.
The idea is that in real hand drawings, strokes have various colours and
textures, and to implement it here each bristle of a stroke has its own colour.
A simple easily implemented method to have lighting effects is proposed.
This paper focuses on the strategy of rendering the strokes. There are two
phases: calculating the properties of the stroke; and finding out the stroke
path with an orientation field.
More NPR techniques can be found in pen and ink [22], watercolor [32,
36,78], pencil [76], pastel and oil [9, 52, 80].
3.2 Evolutionary Art
There are number of researchers and artists attracted to the field of evo-
lutionary design for generating art. Richard Dawkins was the pioneer in
this area [64]. Karl Sims [43] and William Latham and Stephen Todd [75]
were the first that combine evolutionary techniques and computer graphics
to create artistic works of great complexity. However a human is required to
guide these systems by scoring the results of evolution. Peter Bentley [26–28]
and Adrian Thompson [7, 8] showed that evolution was capable of innova-
tion without human guidance. The evolutionary art systems need to have
the ability to be creative. Obviously that is different from finding an optimal
solution since in the art area having an optimal program does not necessarily
mean it will have visual artistic values to a human judging it.
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3.2.1 Evolutionary Art and NPR
Barile et al. [55] propose an automatically evolutionary system using genetic
programming, generates non-photorealistic results such as “Shroud of Turin”
effect, “decal” effect and “starburst” effect. Three visual canvasses are used
which for two of them the user can define the applied brushes. The GP trees
are made by “draw” nodes which contain specific local information of target
image such as the HSV colour space, the gradient map and the importance
map to place colour on the canvas. To evaluate and find the best results of
each generation, the target image is compared pixel by pixel to each generated
images.
In Izadi and Ciesielski [5], the GP is used to create NPR images using two
types of strokes, namely “empty triangle” and “tiled triangle”. To evaluate
the results of each generation, a fitness function is implemented to compare
the target image with generated canvas pixel by pixel and to do so the average
normalized differences between the three channels of the target and result
image is computed. The “draw-triangle” function has eight terminals, which
are the inputted information to draw a triangle on the canvas: the lines
length, the angles on lines and the three channel colours of RGB.
Kang et al. [25] use evolutionary algorithm with variable-length chromo-
some representation to generate NPR having optimized rendering quality by
using multi-level brush strokes. There is an equation defined as fitness func-
tion to minimize the distance between generated images and the input image
using the minimum number of brush storks. This formula considers the op-
timal result to be the one with minimum use of brush strokes and minimum
difference with input image.
In Neufeld et al. [14] artistic image filters are evolved with GP [45]. The
image is filtered using a dynamic buffer which is initialized with the source
image as a canvas. An image filter is a complex expression implemented
as a GP tree, and composed of variety range of image processing functions,
such as paint stroke operator and terminals. The filter language is designed
so that components can be combined together in complex and unexpected
ways. The images are evaluated using the multi-objective approach from [40].
Also, the filter language uses some techniques from [50,65].
In Machado et al. [59] GP is used to evolve image colouring filters that
colour grayscale images by taking the lightness channel of the training images
and computing the hue channel. This is done by comparing computed results
to desired training examples. The best evolved programs can be generally
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used for other gray scale images. There is a fitness function to evaluate the
individuals in which the colour distance between the desired output and the
target one is used to assign the fitness score.
In Colton and Torres [70], the possibility of automatically evolving an im-
age filter to approximate a target filter (for instance the filters of Photoshop)
is investigated. Here a tree-based representation of image filters is used and
fitness score is assigned to each individual of the population by referring to
an image produced by the target filter. Given an image and a target filtered
version of that image, this system constructs a filter such that the filtered
image approximates the target filtered image. The bitmap RGB values of
the images are used to evolve good solutions. Various numbers of filters are
also used in this investigation such as charcoal, dark strokes, diffuse glow,
film grain, glowing edges, neon glow, patchwork and stamp filters.
In Yip [15], a genetic algorithm is used to evolve new aesthetic filtered
images using a target pre-filtered image as inspiration. Here some simple
filter functions are used to create new filtering chromosomes. There are also
different measurement methods such as “mean and standard deviation of its
histogram” and “entropy” to find a fitness score for each individual.
3.2.2 GP and Procedural Textures
Sims [44] is one of the first work of using procedural texture to evolve aes-
thetic images. There are also other interactively generating procedural tex-
ture in [6, 34,48,74].
GP is used to implement an unsupervised evolutionary art application
namely Gentropy to produce 2D procedural textures [45]. The idea is to
merge mathematical functions and image manipulation functions to make
an expression. One or more target texture images is given to the system
as the desired texture features so that the result images can have the same
characteristics as the targets. Colour histogram matching, wavelet analyses,
and a specific histogram matching for comparing the smoothness or contrast
are applied to evaluate the result images.
Ross et al. [41] uses an unsupervised evolutionary art system to create aes-
thetic images. Here procedural texture images are evolved with genetic pro-
gramming using multi-objective fitness evaluation. Ralph’s model of aesthet-
ics [38] is the main feature in this investigation (described in Section 3.3.1).
Xu et al. [62] introduced an interactive GP system called IMAGENE to
evolve novel and artistic images from a set of source images. To generate
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a colour image, this system evolves three individual for each RGB colour
channels. This system lets the user to select the function and terminal sets
and also set some of the GP parameters value.
In [19], GP is used to automatically evolve procedural texture images.
This study focuses on comparing the results of multiple experiments applying
four different aesthetic measures as fitness function.
3.3 Image Evaluation
3.3.1 Aesthetic Measure Functions
Machado and Cardoso [58] present a theory which illustrates that aesthetic
values depend on biological and cultural issues, namely on visual image pro-
cessing. Aesthetic visual value depends on two factors: (1) Processing Com-
plexity (PC) in which the lower value is preferable; (2) Image Complexity
(IC) in which the higher value is preferable. That is, a complex image is not
necessarily difficult to process. Thus, images that are simultaneously visually
complex and easy to process are the ones that have higher aesthetic value.





This formula can be used as a fitness score in the evolutionary system like
genetic programming.
In Ralph [38], hundreds of samples of fine art are investigated and it is
illustrated that many art works correspond to normal or bell curve distri-
bution of bell curve gradient. The bell curve model suggests that a viewer
is most attracted to changes in an image like the edges between different
colours and obviously the regions with constant colours are of less interest.
Furthermore, larger changes are more noticeable than smaller ones. There
are several steps to compute the value of distribution from normality (DFN)
for an image. The DFN value can be used as a fitness score in GP system
knowing that an image with a precis normal distribution will have DFN equal
to zero. An image with bad fit of normal distribution will get higher DFN
value.
In Spehar et al. [12], the relation between the aesthetic pleasing aspects
of fractals and the way they can be generated is studied. Three categories of
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fractal pattern are comprehensively studied, namely natural fractals, math-
ematical fractals and human fractals. It is found that fractal images with
a fractal dimension around 1.35 are more interesting. That is, images with
a higher fractal dimension are considered complex, and images with a lower
dimension are considered uninteresting. Using the mentioned value there is a
formula that can be used as a fitness function in evolutionary system. That
is, for an image I with fractal dimension of d the following formula is used
for aesthetic measure:
M(I) = max(0, 1− |1.35− d(I)|) (3.2)
With this formula images with fractal dimension between 1.1 and 1.6 will
have positive value.
3.3.2 Statistical Analysis
Hertzmann et al. [4] present a machine learning system which uses analogy
to create NPR filtered images. Given the unfiltered and filtered source image
and also the unfiltered target image this system generates the filtered target
image using two matching algorithms, namely BestApproximateMatch and
BestCoherenceMatch. The idea is to compare the statistics pertaining of
each pixel q in the target pair against statistic for every pixel p in the source
pair to fine the best match. To implement BestApproximateMatch algorithm
the approximate-nearest-neighbor search (ANN) and tree-structured vector
quantization (TSVQ) are used.
Graham et al. [35] reviews the statistical regularities in artwork which
include pairwise spatial statistics, sparseness, luminance, colour and com-
position level statistics. The relation of these statistical regularities with
human visual perception is studied. It summarizes the different attempts of
using statistics to model aesthetic principals. Stylometry which is related to
quantify art style in literature is studied from statistical point of view.
In Cover et al. [46], Shannon’s Entropy is described as a method of mea-





where X is a finite set of random variables and p(x) is the distribution of
x in X. Rigau et al. [39] used Shannon Entropy to measure the order and
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Kolmogorov Complexity for complexity in an image for Birkhoff’s Aesthetic
Measure [16] which is the ratio between order and complexity in an image.
There are other statistical measures such as skewness and kurtosis which
are used in evaluating aesthetic values of an image [13,71,72]. Skewness shows
if the tile of the probability density of each left or right side is longer or it dis-
tributes on both side of the mean equivalently. Kurtosis shows the “peaked-
ness” of probability distribution. Hughes et al. [47] presents a new method
for quantification of artistic style by improving a sparse coding model. Sparse
coding model is trained to maximize the kurtosis of the distribution of re-
sponses of an arbitrarily selected image from a specific image space.
3.3.3 Interactive Evaluation
Many evolutionary art systems use human response as a fitness score to find
the best solutions of each generation especially in case that there is no explicit
evaluation function to obtain the desired results. For this kind of problem,
the interactive genetic algorithm (IGA) can be applied to use the human
preference as a fitness function [2, 9, 10,17,53].
Chapter 4
System Architecture
This chapter explains the details of the implemented system for this research.
This includes describing the GP, all the implemented options and parameters,
the GP language and the fitness functions.
4.1 System Algorithm
The ECJ [73] GP is used to implement the automated artistic evolutionary
system. Before evolution is started, all the defined parameters are set by
the user through an implemented GUI. The parameter file for GP evolution
is created. Then a pre-processing step initializes and processes the source
image. In the initialization part the source image and the target colour
image (if it is different from source image) are read. This system is designed
to work in “RGB” or “HSV” colour mode. For both of the colour modes the
general ranges of the channels are converted to float values between 0 to 1
in this phase and store in specific arrays. The pre-processing step includes
calculating the “moment” and “sobel edge” for the source image and also
creating the colour histogram of the chosen target colour image. The target
colour image can be the source image or any other image supplied by the
user and is used to compare with the colour histogram of each individual in
the population.
Next, GP initializes the first population of trees using the selected func-
tions and defined terminals. During the evaluation phase, each individual
paints the canvas, which can be initialized by the source image or by a spe-
cific colour such as white. Based on the fitness functions that the user selected
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for the run, the canvas is evaluated and a fitness scores are assigned to the
individual. At the end of each generation all the individuals are ranked using
“normalized rank sum”. This new assigned rank is used in tournament selec-
tion to select individuals for crossover and mutation operations. Figure 4.1
shows the architecture of the system.
Figure 4.1: The architecture of the system
Since for both “RGB” and “HSV” colour mode the value of channels are
converted to [0,1], all of the functions are designed to work in this range and
there is no need for having separate functions for each mode.
4.2 System Parameters
This system is designed with the idea of having a flexible system which gives
the users the opportunity of having variety of different results by choosing
the parameters in the way they want. These parameters can be divided into
the GP parameters and other parameters.
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4.2.1 GP Parameters
GP parameters can be set by users. Below is the list of these parameters and
a short description about them:
• number of generations:
This is the number generations for a GP run.
• populations size:
This is the number of individuals in each generation.
• tree initializer:
There are two main ways to generate tree expressions for the initialized
generation, namely grow and full methods. However there is another
methods which is used in this research, namely ramp half-and-half.
This method combines the grow and full methods.
• initialize tree max and min depth:
These parameters restrict the size of initialized trees.
• crossover and mutation percentage:
This parameters show how many times GP uses crossover or mutation
for genetic operation.
• max tree depth:
Each of the genetic operation has the max depth parameter to define
the maximum size of tree they would make.
• probability of selection terminals/nonterminals:
These parameters define the probability the crossover and mutation
select terminal or nonterminal nodes to do the genetic operation.
• size of tournament selection:
This parameter defines how many individuals are randomly selected by
tournament selection method.
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4.2.2 NPR parameters
There are two basic ways to process the tree expression. The first way is
to process the whole image and apply the tree expression to each unpainted
pixel. The second way is to randomly select some pixels on the canvas and
run the trees expression on them. Other methods are defined in Section 4.3.
There are many brush bitmaps available for the user to pick to be used in
the painting functions. Figure 4.2 shows six examples of these bitmaps. All
of them are created by myself for this thesis. Using different brush bitmaps
gives the system the ability of making different painting effects on the canvas.
There are eight pre-defined brush sizes. The maximum brush size is the real
brush bitmap size and the other 7 sizes are 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4, 0.3 and
0.2 scales of the original brush bitmap size. The number of brush sizes for
each experiment can be set by the users. These brush bitmaps are used in
painting function which is described in section 4.4. In these functions if the
current brush bitmap value is zero, the canvas is not painted.
Figure 4.2: The brush bitmaps
There are some filtered brush bitmaps and paper textures which can be
selected to be used as terminals in the tree expression. See Figure 4.3 and
Figure 4.4.
This system can work in two different colour modes namely, RGB (Red,
Green, Blue) and HSV (Hue, Saturation, Value). This mode is selected by
the user.
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Figure 4.3: Brush Filters
Figure 4.4: The paper textures
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4.3 Pixel Selection and Painting
In the evaluation phase the source image is processed based on the selected
method. There are two processing methods. The first one (Algorithm 1) is
to randomly select a number of pixel locations. This number is defined by
the user. There is a mask buffer to save the pixel location, which is then
painted. This buffer is initialized by zero and when a pixel is painted the
value of same location in this mask is changed to one (which means it is
painted). Whenever a pixel location is selected the status of the mask buffer
is checked to see if it is painted before. In this way the previous painted pixels
do not get painted again. The second method (Algorithm 2) is to process
the whole image using a mask buffer (the same as the first method) to paint
all of the unpainted pixels.
while n ≤ NomberOfSelection do
Randomly find a “X” and “Y”;
if Mask[X][Y] == unpainted then
Set values for the terminals;




Algorithm 1: The algorithm for randomly selecting pixels
for all Y in image height do
for all X in image width do
Set “X” and “Y” by current pixel location;
if Mask[X][Y] == unpainted then
Set values for the terminals;




Algorithm 2: The algorithm to process image pixel by pixel
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In both methods, the selected pixel location is considered as the center of
the brush stroke to put on the canvas (for the paint functions). During the
evaluation of the tree expression the canvas is painted and all the painted
pixels are set to one in the buffer mask. In the next step the painted canvas
gets a fitness score evaluation by the selected fitness functions.
4.4 GP language
4.4.1 Paint Functions
One of the main goal of this research is to have different NPR functions
implemented as building blocks for the GP system use. The system is flex-
ible and lets the user have some decision making in selecting the functions.
Tables 4.1 show names, a short description and arguments type for each of
them.
All of the paint functions are shown the same basic structure. However
they are different in some ways. Paint0 is the basic painting function which is
implemented based on [14,50]. The painting method is shown in Algorithm 3.
The “rotation buffer” is used to solve the “hole” problem that happens with
rotating the brush by θ angle. In the rotation formula a new x and y is
calculated using current X, Y and θ. Since these new values for x and y
should be an integer value, the results from the calculation should be rounded
up to the nearest integer. This conversion makes some pixel locations be
missed, and therefore unpainted. Therefore there are some holes in each
painted brush on the canvas. To solve this problem the new (x,y) locations
are calculated with more than one formula (Formula 4.1) to find the missing
locations. Figures 4.5a. and 4.5b. show an example of rotated brush using
one formula to find the locations and using all equations in Formula 4.1.
However, with this single change another problem occurs, which is paint-
ing one location more than one time and losing the brush bitmap texture in
the result. Therefore a “rotation buffer” is used. This buffer is like mask
buffer and initialized by zero. Then in the painting algorithm each painted
location is set to one in the rotation buffer. So if a rotated location is calcu-
lated again with any of the Formula 4.1, it will be ignored. See Figure 4.5c.
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Figure 4.5: An example of rotating a brush
Input: X, Y, θ, Brush Length, Brush Width, Brush bitmap
Resize the brush bitmap based on the “L” and “W” of brush;
Set center of the brush to (X,Y);
for Brush length and width do
Find the pixel location using “X”, “Y” and θ;
if RotationBuffer[X][Y] != Rotated then
Mix the colour of the canvas and source image using the value
of the bitmap on that location;
Change the colour of the canvas with the new calculated value;
Set the pixel to “1” in the mask buffer;
Set the pixel to “1” in the rotation buffer;
end
end
Algorithm 3: The basic algorithm painting functions
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new x1 = cos(theta) ∗X − sin(theta) ∗ Y
new y1 = sin(theta) ∗X + cos(theta) ∗ Y
new x2 = cos(theta) ∗X − sin(theta) ∗ Y + 0.5
new y2 = sin(theta) ∗X + cos(theta) ∗ Y + 0.5
new x3 = cos(theta) ∗X − sin(theta) ∗ Y − 0.5
new y3 = sin(theta) ∗X + cos(theta) ∗ Y − 0.5
(4.1)
To mix the colour of canvas and source, “normal blend” method is used
which is also known as the “alpha blend” method (Formula 4.2). The inten-
sity is set by the current bitmap location intensity.
R = source r ∗ (1− Intensity) + canvasr ∗ Intensity
G = source g ∗ (1− Intensity) + canvasg ∗ Intensity
B = source b ∗ (1− Intensity) + canvasb ∗ Intensity
(4.2)
With the hope of introducing more creativity, the “paint2”, “paint RGB”
and “paint4” functions were implemented. Paint2 does not use the current
colour of the canvas and source image. Instead, it has two subtree arguments
and the value of them are used in the mixing colour phase. In the basic paint-
ing algorithm the “normal blend” method is used to mix the colour of source
image and canvas, using the value of brush bitmap. However one idea to have
more creativity is to let GP find a new equation to do the mixing colours
instead of using the general methods. That is, paint4 has a colour mixing
expression as its last argument. The result of evaluating this tree is a colour
to be painted on the canvas. Paint RGB is similar to paint4 but different
in having a separate colour mixing expression for each red, green and blue
channel.
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Table 4.1: NPR painting functions
Name Description Arguments
Paint0 This function has two children as “brush
size” and “brush bitmap” to paint a brush
stroke on the canvas using the current data.
(F, F)
Paint1 This function has three children as “brush
size”, “brush bitmap” and “angle of the
brush”. The other part is same as Paint0.
(F,F,F)
Paint2 This function has five children as “brush
size”, “brush bitmap”, “angle of the brush”,
“colour1” and “colour2” which are the
colours to be mixed and painted on the can-
vas.
(F,F,F,V,V)
Paint4 This function has four children. The first
three are the same as Paint1 function. The
last child is a tree expression to find the final
colour to be painted on the canvas. This tree




This function has two children as “length”
and “width”. It uses the paint algorithm
and “kuwahara” technique to paint on the
canvas.
(F,F)
Paint Dodge This function has three children like Paint1.
It uses the paint algorithm and “Dodge”
method to mix the colours.
(F,F,F)
Paint Burn This function has three children like Paint1.
It uses the paint algorithm and “Burn”
method to mix the colours.
(F,F,F)
Paint RGB This function has six children. The first three
are the same as Paint1. The other three chil-
dren are different tree expressions to find the




Paint HSV This function is similar to Paint RGB but
can be selected just in “HSV” mode.
(F,F,F,MV,
MV,MV)
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4.4.2 Other GP Functons and Terminals
For this research strongly-typed GP is used by defining three types of float,
vector and mixTree. For each of these types a function and terminal set
is defined and as it was mentioned the user can select the functions and
some terminals for GP run. The float type is used in arithmetic functions
and computer vision functions (see Table 4.2). All of the NPR functions
work with vector type. Here the vector type is used to work with colour
values. The vector type functions are listed in Tables 4.1, 4.3 and 4.4. The
mixTree type is used to specify the functions and terminals which are used
to make the mixing tree expression for paint functions such as paint4. The
mixTree type functions work with vector and float types which are defined
by “mixTree vector” and “mixTree Float” types to be used just by this tree
expression (see Tables 4.5 and 4.6).
Table 4.2: The list of float functions
Name Description Arguments
Add Add and return the value of its two children. (F,F)
Sub Subtract and return the value of its two chil-
dren.
(F,F)
Mul Multiply and return the value of its two chil-
dren.
(F,F)
Div Divide and return the value of its two chil-
dren.
(F,F)
Min Return the minimum value of its two chil-
dren.
(F,F)
Max Return the maximum value of its two chil-
dren.
(F,F)
Abs Return the abstract value of its child. F
Round Round and return the value of its child. (F,F)
Avg Return the average value of its two children. (F,F)
Log Return the Log value of its child. F
Exp Return the Exp value of its child. F
Sin Return the Sin value of its child. F
Cos Return the Cos value of its child. F
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Table 4.3: NPR functions
Name Description Arguments
Luminance This function has one child as a colour and
calculate the luminosity of it using the fol-
lowing equation: luminance = 0.299f ∗red+
0.587f ∗ green+ 0.114f ∗ blue
V
Brighten This function makes the given colour lighter
using an intensity value which is the second
child of this function.
(V,F)
Darken This function makes the given colour darker
using an intensity value which is the second
child of this function.
(V,F)
Dodge This function applies the “dodge” method to
the two given children colours using an in-
tensity value which is the third child of this
function.
(V,V,F)
Burn This function applies the “burn” method to
the two given children colours using an in-





This function applies the “normal blend”
method to the two given children colours us-





This function applies the “difference blend”
method to the two given children colours us-





This function applies the “overlay blend”
method to the two given children colours.
(V,V)
Kuwahara This function has three children as “length”,
“width” and “brush bitmap”. It changes the
canvas using these arguments in “kuwahara”
technique.
(F,F,F)
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Its arguments are “length”, “width” and
“brush bitmap”. This function changes the
colours on the canvas using “mean shift seg-
mentation” technique.
(F,F,F)
Median This function has a child as “size” which
specifies the size of square to apply the al-
gorithm. It changes the canvas.
F
The following functions were modified from algorithms obtained from the
following sources:
• Kuwahara [61]
• Mean Shift Segementation [54]
• Median [37]
• Brighten, Darken, Dodge, Burn, Difference Blend, Overlay Blend [21]
Table 4.5: MixTree functions
Name Description Arguments
mixAdd Add two first vector colour children with the
intensity value from the third child.
(V,V,F)
mixSub Subtract two first vector colour children with
the intensity value from the third child.
(V,V,F)
mixMul Multiply two first vector colour children with
the intensity value from the third child.
(V,V,F)
mixDiv Divide two first vector colour children with the
intensity value from the third child.
(V,V,F)
mixAbs Return the abstract value of its child. F
mixAvg Calculate the average of two first vector colour
children with the intensity value from the third
child.
(V,V,F)
mixCBrn Mix two first vector colour children with the
intensity value from the third child using burn
equation.
(V,V,F)
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Table 4.6: MixTree functions
Name Description Arguments
mixCDog Mix two first vector colour children with the
intensity value from the third child using Dodge
equation.
(V,V,F)
mixNBld Mix two first vector colour children with the in-
tensity value from the third child using normal
blend method.
(V,V,F)
mixDBld Mix two first vector colour children with the
intensity value from the third child using dif-
ference blend method.
(V,V,F)
mixOBld Mix two first vector colour children using over-
lay blend method.
(V,V)
mixBrt Brighten first vector colour child with the in-
tensity value from second child.
(V,F)
mixDrk Darken first vector colour child with the inten-
sity value from second child.
(V,F)
mixLog Calculate log value of its child. V
mixExp Calculate Exp value of its child. V
mixSin Calculate Sin value of its child. V
mixCos Calculate Cos value of its child. V
The arithmetic functions are shown in Table 4.2. These functions are
standard in GP literature [66]. There are also different logic and converting
functions for float and vector types (Table 4.8). Terminals are also defined for
each these types. The list of float and vector type terminals are in Table 4.7.
For mixTree type the canvas c, source c and brush bitmap are available.
All the floating image processor terminals (5*5 - 13*13) work on canvas.
Since the canvas is changing during rendering, these terminals cannot be
pre-computed on canvas.
To make a colour lighter or darker, equation 4.3 can be applied to each
of the channels(red, green, blue).
BrightenR = ((red ∗ (1− Intensity)/255 + Intensity) ∗ 255)
DarkenR = ((red ∗ (1− Intensity)/255) ∗ 255)
(4.3)
To have the ability of blending colours three methods are used. The
normal blend equation is shown in 4.2. To calculate the new colour using
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“difference blend” and “overlay blend” methods the following equations can
be applied to each channel of the selected colour mode. Figures 4.6a and 4.6b
show the results of using these equations. These results are made using the
brush bitmap which is used for Figure 4.5c. And for all of them, r1 is set by
the colour of brush center and r2 is each pixel’s colour on the canvas.
DifferenceR = ((r1− r2) ∗ Intensity) + (r2 ∗ (1− Intensity)))
if(r1 > 128) OverlayR = 255− (255− r1) ∗ (255− r2)/128
else OverlayR = r1 ∗ r2/128
(4.4)
To do the “dodge” and “burn” the following equations are used:
red = r1 ∗ (1 + 254 ∗ r2/255)
DodgeR = (r1 ∗ (1− Intensity) + red ∗ Intensity)
red = 255− (255− r1) ∗ (1 + 254 ∗ (255/r2)/255)
BurnR = (r1 ∗ (1− Intensity) + red ∗ Intensity)
(4.5)
Figures 4.6c and 4.6d show the results of using dodge and burn equations
to mix the colours.
Figure 4.6: An example of different colour blending methods
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Table 4.7: Float and Vector Terminals
Name Description Type
ERC Ephemeral Random Number F
X Current X location F
Y Current Y location F
L Current length of brush F
W Current width of brush F
THETA Current angle of rotation F
Bitmap Current bitmap intensity F
LUMINANCE Current luminance of source image F
MeanK
K=5,7,9,11,13
Return the mean of K*K square pixels




Return the median of K*K square pix-




Return the standard deviation of K*K





Return the minimum value within a





Return the maximum value within a





Return the skewness of K*K square




Return the kurtosis of K*K square pix-
els with the center of current (x,y).
F
SOBEL Current sobel of source image V
MOMENT Current moment of source image V
CANVAS C Current canvas colour V
SOURCE C Current source colour V
AvgK
K=5,7,9,11,13
Calculate the average of K*K square
pixels for each channel with the center
of current (x,y).
V
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Table 4.8: Logic and converter functions
Name Description Type
FtoV Convert its three float child to a vector
type
(F,F,F)
VtoF R Read and return the red value of its vector
type child
V
VtoF G Read and return the green value of its vec-
tor type child
V
VtoF B Read and return the blue value of its vec-
tor type child
V
IfLT F If the first child is less than the second
one, It will first process the third child and
then the forth one. Otherwise It will do
the revers. It returns the float result value.
(F,F,V,V)
IfLT V If the first child is less than the second one,
It will first process the third child and then
the forth one. Otherwise It will do the
revers. It returns the vector result value.
(F,F,V,V)
IfGT R If the red value of first child is greater than
the red value of second one, It will first
process the third child and then the forth
one. Otherwise It will do the revers. It
returns the vector result value.
(V,V,V,V)
IfGT G If the green value of first child is greater
than the green value of second one, It will
first process the third child and then the
forth one. Otherwise It will do the revers.
It returns the vector result value.
(V,V,V,V)
IfGT B If the blue value of first child is greater
than the blue value of second one, It will
first process the third child and then the
forth one. Otherwise It will do the revers.
It returns the vector result value.
(V,V,V,V)
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4.5 Fitness Functions
As said before, this is an automatic evolutionary system. Therefore some
different evaluation methods are implemented for this research. They can
be classified as either aesthetic measure functions or statistical analyses. For
aesthetic measures, the deviation from normality is used. For statistical
analyses, there are many measures such as mean, standard deviation, and
others. More detailed descriptions about them follow.
4.5.1 Aesthetic evaluation
DFN: To calculate the DFN value there are some steps to go through as
follows. These steps are from [38].
Step 1: In the first step the colour gradient of an image is found by
calculating the red, green and blue values of each pixel (i,j) in the image:
|∇rij|2 = (ri,j − ri+1,j+1)
2 + (ri+1,j − ri,j+1)2
d2
(4.6)
where ri,j is the red value at pixel (i,j). Using the same formula the value of
the green and blue channels are computed. The d value is a scaling factor
which is calculated through the following formula:
d = 0.001 ∗√(image width)2 + (image height)2




|∇rij|2 + |∇gij|2 + |∇bij|2 (4.7)
And finally the response to that pixel colour is computed as:
Rij = Log(Sij/S0) (4.8)
where S0 is the threshold of detection, and is equal to 2. Ri,j is set to
IGNORE (which is equal to -1) if Si,j = 0 or if Log(Sij/S0) < 0 . Applying
the above formulas, the response for all of the pixels (the whole image) can
be found. In the following steps the value of Ri,j = −1 is ignored in the
calculation.
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i,j Ri,j(Ri,j − µ)2∑
i,j Ri,j
(4.9)
Having the value of µ, σ2andRi,j for each pixel, a histogram is made using
a bin width of σ/100 and weight of Ri,j to set the value of corresponding bin
in the histogram.
Step 3: The DFN or derivation from normality is calculated in this step
by computing the closeness of fit between the response’s actual distribution
and the hypothesized bell distribution:






where pi is the observed probability in the ith bin of the histogram, and qi is
the expected probability assuming a normal distribution with the computed
mean and standard deviation above. When pi = 0, that bin is ignored. A
DFN value of zero means that a perfect normal distribution exists, while
higher DFN values indicate poorer fits to the normal distribution.
CHISTQ: Colour Histogram Quadratic distance is one of the fitness scores
for this research. This means to compare and find the distance between the
colour histogram of the generated images by a target image. This method is
used in QBIC system such as VisualSEEk [68]. In this method the quadratic
distance between two histograms (Histogram A and and Histogram B) is
calculated using following equation:
dist(i, j) = |histogramAi−histogramBi|∗a(i, j)∗|histogramAj−histogramBj|
(4.11)
where i and j are two indexes into the histograms and a(i,j) is the colour
similarity within index i and j. To calculate the colour similarity matrix the
formula from [79] is used:
a(i, j) ≡ 1− d(ci, cj)/dmax (4.12)
where ci and cj are ith and jth colours and d(ci, cj) is MTM (Mathematical
Transform to Munsell [49]) distance and dmax is the maximum distance be-
tween any two colours. Since this calculation is done in RGB colour space in
this system, the dmax is set to
√
3 .
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To obtain the overall measure of histogram differences, the distance val-
ues (dist(i,j)) are added up for all of the possible combinations of i and j
considering the histogram size. It should be mentioned that this computa-
tion is somewhat time consuming.
Entropy: To calculate this fitness function the Shannon’s Entropy formula
is used (see section 3.3.2). Two methods are used to make a histogram and
find the probability of value x occurring in it.
(i) Response Entropy: First one is to use the method of creating his-
togram for DFN fitness function which mean to use the calculated response
data.
(ii) RGB/HSV Entropy: In the second way |∇rij|2 is calculated just using
the channels value:
|∇rij|2 = (ri,j − ri+1,j+1)2 + (ri+1,j − ri,j+1)2
Similar to other parameters, this is a user option.
4.5.2 Statistical evaluation
Mean and Standard deviation: These two values are calculated by 4.9
equations.
Skewness and Kurtosis: Similar to entropy, there there are two ways
to calculate the value of skewness and kurtosis:
(i) Response Skewness and Kurtosis: applied to DFN histogram
(ii) RGB/HSV Skewness and Kurtosis: applied to canvas image




n ∗ σ3 Kurtosis =
∑
(x− µ)4
n ∗ σ4 − 3 (4.13)
Chapter 5
Performance Analyses
This chapter contains two categories of experiments that statistically analyze
CHISTQ and DFN fitness performance. The goal is to show how these fitness
criteria can be affected by changing some parameters.
5.1 Colour Histogram Experiments
The goal of the colour histogram experiments is to show that colour histogram
performance is affected by selection of various parameters. In other words,
these experiments investigate how applying a colour target model to a target
image can be affected by parameter decisions. Experiment 1 is the reference
(base) experiment and the other three ones are variants to be compared with
it.
5.1.1 Experiment Setup
There are four experiments for colour matching test. Table 5.1 shows the
GP parameters for all of these experiments:
38
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Maximum Crossover Depth 17
Mutation Rage 10%
Maximum Mutation Depth 17
Prob. of Terminals in Cross/Mut 10%
Initialization Method Half-and-Half
Tree Grow Max/Min 5 / 5
Tree Full Max/Min 5 / 7
Table 5.2: Other parameters
Parameter Value
Functions Sub, Sin, Cos, Min5, Max5, Avg5, Mean5,
Std5, Median5, Skew5, Kurtosis5
Paint4, mixAdd, mixSub, mixMul, mixDiv, mix-
Abs,
mixAvg, mixNBld, mixDBld, mixOBld, mixBrt,
mixSin,
mixCos,
FtoV, VtoF R, VtoF G, VtoF B, IfLT F, IfLT V,
IfGT R, IfGT G, IfGT B
Terminals X, Y, W, L, THETA, CANVAS C, SOURCE C,
ERC
# brush bitmaps 5
# brush sizes 4
Processing Model Process the whole image to find the next unpainted
pixel
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The function and terminal sets are the same for all of these experiments
(see Table 5.2). All the brush bitmaps, brush sizes and number of brushes
are the same as well. For all of these experiments, pixel selection scheme in
whole image to find the next unpainted pixel.
Figure 5.1: Colour target image for Experiment 1, Experiment 2 and Exper-
iment 4
Figure 5.2: Source Image for all experiments
The formatting of experiments are:
• Experiment 1: DFN, MEAN, STD and CHISTQ
Four fitness scores are used: DFN (target value is 0.0), mean (target
value is 3.03), standard deviation (target value is 0.75) and CHISTQ
(target value is 0.0). Normalized sum ranks is used with weight equal
to 1. Figure 5.1 is used as the colour target image for colour histogram
matching. Figure 5.2 shows the source image.
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• Experiment 2: Weighted CHISTQ
Same as experiment 1 above, except a weight of 3.0 is set for CHISTQ.
• Experiment 3: Target colour Image
This experiment is like to Experiment 1, except a different in target
colour image for CHISTQ test. Here the source image (Figure 5.2) is
used as the target colour image.
• Experiment 4: DFN, Mean and CHISTQ
Here the standard deviation is removed from fitness scores.
5.1.2 Results
For each of these experiments 10 runs are executed. The average CHISTQ
scores of each generation for all runs are calculated. Figure 5.3 shows these
results. According to this chart in all the experiments CHISTQ score is
improved during evolution. Changing the parameters in Experiment 2, Ex-
periment 3 and Experiment 4 result in better CHISTQ scores.
Figure 5.3: Compare average population score of CHISTQ during the gener-
ations
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Table 5.3: Mann-Whitney test scores of CHISTQ experiments with α =
0.05. Each arrow points to the superior experiment and a dash means no
statistically significant difference
In Experiment 3, the source image is used as target colour image and the
results show it has the best effect in having lower values in colour matching
scores. This seems reasonable since the target is the same as the source (can-
vas image). The change in Experiment 2 by putting a weight of 3 for CHISTQ
also causes to have lower scores compared to not having a weight. This is
because the CHISTQ has more bias in the overall fitness score. And finally,
by reducing the number of fitness objectives for Experiment 4, the colour
matching score has a better chance to improve. The average of CHISTQ
scores for Experiment 4 shows this improvement compared to Experiment 1.
To statistically analyze and compare the experiments, the Mann-Whitney
test is used. This non-parametric test is selected because the data being
analyzed do not necessarily have normal distribution. In this test, if the
absolute value of the z score is greater than the absolute value of z critical
we can say the difference is statistically significant. The average CHISTQ
scores of last generation of ten runs are used to compare the experiments
and the α is equal to 0.05 for all these tests. Figure 5.3 show the results
of this test. Experiment 2 and Experiment 3 have statistically significant
difference with Experiment 1. This means by setting a weight and also using
the source image as target colour image the improvement is also statistically
significant. However removing the standard deviation from fitness scoring
makes an improvement in CHISTQ scores, it is not statistically significant
according to Mann-Whitney test.
From 10 runs of each experiment, 3 result images are hand picked and
illustrated in Figure 5.4. These images are best of the last generation.
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Figure 5.4: Hand picked of best of last generation within ten runs of CHISTQ
experiments
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5.2 DFN Experiments
The goal of this experiment is to show how changing some parameters can
affect DFN scores during evolution. The parameters to examine are: (i) the
effect of different brush bitmap styles, such as dark or harsh brushes, light
brushes and normal ones; (ii) the effect of setting weights for DFN scores;
(iii) the effect of using different target colour images on DFN scores.
Figure 5.5: Dark and Normal Brush Bitmaps
5.2.1 Experiment Setup
The experiments are:
• Experiment 1: Different Brush styles (Normal - Dark - Bright)
Here experiments use different brush bitmap styles, such as normal,
dark and bright bitmap brushes. Figure 5.5 shows the normal and
dark bitmaps used. There are also three groups of bright bitmaps for
this experiment (see Figure 5.6). The target colour image is the same
as Experiment 1 in CHISTQ tests (Figure 5.1).
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• Experiment 2: Weighted DFN
This experiment sets a weight of three for DFN score, using Bright 3
brush bitmaps (Figure 5.6).
• Experiment 3: Changing Target colour Image
Different target colour images are used to see the effect of them on
DFN value (See Figure 5.7).
Figure 5.6: Different Bright Brush Bitmaps
In these experiments the same GP parameters are used as in Table 5.1
and Table 5.2. For each of these experiments 10 runs are executed.
5.2.2 Results: Experiment1 - Brush styles
In Figure 5.8, the average of DFN values during evolution for all 10 runs
are shown. Bright brush bitmaps caused had larger value for DFN values
in the early generations. However, GP improves this score during evolution
to values closer to that of normal brush bitmaps. On the other hand, with
dark brush bitmaps, there is an improvement during the runs, but it doesn’t
reach the bright and normal brush scores. Using Mann-Whitney test with
α = 0.05 shows the difference between the dark and normal is statistically
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Figure 5.7: Different Target colour Images
significant. Also the difference between the dark and all bright tests are
statistically significant(see Table 5.4).
Some result images using different brush bitmap style are shown in Fig-
ure 5.9. For each brush style, within the 10 runs 3 images are hand-selected
from the best of last generation. Chapter 7 focuses on the effect of using
different brush styles in more detail.
In conclusion using different bright brush bitmaps (see Figure 5.6) and
comparing them with normal brush bitmaps show no big difference in DFN
scores (see Figure 5.8). The Mann-Whitney tests also show there is no sta-
tistically significant difference in the scores.
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Table 5.4: Mann-Whitney test scores of DFN for different brush styles with
α = 0.05. Each arrow points to the superior experiment and a dash means
no statistically significant difference
Figure 5.8: Compare average population score of DFN during the generations
using normal, dark and different bright bitmaps
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Figure 5.9: Hand picked of best of last generation within ten runs of brush
styles experiments
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Table 5.5: Mann-Whitney test scores of DFN for using weight of three with
α = 0.05. Each arrow points to the superior experiment and a dash means
no statistically significant difference
5.2.3 Results: Experiment2 - Weighted DFN
In the second experiment the setting weight for DFN scores is studied on
one of the bright brush bitmaps (Bright 3), and the results are compared
with experiments from just using the Bright 3 brush bitmaps, and also using
normal ones. For both of these comparisons the Mann-Whitney test with
α = 0.05 shows the improvement (or difference) is statistically significant
(see Table 5.5). Figure 5.10 shows three best result images of last generation
within ten run for weighted DFN experiment.
Figure 5.10: Hand picked of best of last generation within ten runs of Bright
3 with weighted DFN
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5.2.4 Results: Experiment3 - Target colour image
Figure 5.7 shows different target colour images used to investigate the effect of
them on DFN score. Figure 5.11 shows the average of DFN score during the
generations for ten runs. DFN values are improved for all the experiments.
However Target 4 has the poorest DFN score at the end of the run. Mann-
Whitney with α = 0.05 is used to compare the results of each experiments one
by one using the DFN value of the last generation for 10 runs. According to
this test the difference is statistically significant for some comparisons. The
results are shown in Table 5.6. According to this test, Target 1 and Target 2
are the best target colour images to have lower DFN score. And there is no
statistically significant different between using Target 1, Target 2 and Target
5 in DFN improvement. This is the case in comparing the results of using
source image, Target 3, Target 4 and Target 5.
Figure 5.11: Compare average population score of DFN during the genera-
tions using different target colour images
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Figure 5.12: Hand picked of best of last generation within ten runs of different
target colour image experiments
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Table 5.6: Mann-Whitney test scores of DFN for using different target colour
images with α = 0.05. Each arrow points to the superior experiment and a
dash means no statistically significant difference
To show the effect of using different target colour images some result
images are hand-selected from the best of the last generation within the ten
runs (see Figure 5.12). The effect of using different target colour images on
created images through the generations is studied in more detail in Chapter
7.
5.3 Conclusion
CHISTQ and DFN performance are studied in this chapter. It is shown that
using the source image as target colour image, setting weight for CHISTQ
and reducing fitness objects gives more chance to an improved CHISTQ score.
By using the source image and setting weight this difference is statistically
significant.
Effects on DFN scores were also studied. Dark brush bitmaps are shown
to create poor DFN scores compare to normal and bright brush bitmaps.
Similar to CHISTQ, setting a weight for DFN causes statistically significant
improvement in this score. Different target colour images can also affect DFN
score. However, the results are not conclusive.
Chapter 6
Parameter Variation
This chapter focuses on the flexibility of the system to have different style of
results by changing some parameters. Each section studies one parameter,
for example, the effect of changing brush size, target colour image, brush
bitmap, GP language and so forth. For this study three runs are executed
for each case and all illustrated images are hand picked from the best of last
generation within three runs.
This chapter is not as rigorous as Chapter 6. Here the goal is to show
the general effects of different parameter choices. Due to the random nature
of evolution these effects are not guaranteed. Rather, the examples show
generally seen effects of the parameters.
6.1 Brush Size: Big Vs Small
Here the effect of using different brush sizes on result images is studied. The
goal is to show how the result images are changed by fixing all the parameters
of this system and using big or small brush sizes. Different variation of
experiments are executed. The fixed parameters for these experiments are
shown in Table 7.2. However, the GP language, target colour image, brush
bitmap style are changed to have six different comparisons. Source Image 1
(see Figure 6.1 a) is used as the canvas image for all these experiment except
for sixth and seventh ones. For these last two, Source Image 2 and Source
Image 4 are used sequentially (see Figure 6.1 b and d). In each sample, one
best image of the last generation within the three runs is hand picked.
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Table 6.1: This is fixed parameters list
Parameter Value
# brush bitmaps 5
# brush sizes 4
Processing Model Process the whole image to find
the next unpainted pixel






Maximum Crossover Depth 17
Mutation Rage 10%
Maximum Mutation Depth 17
Prob. of Terminals in Cross/Mut 10%
Initialization Method Half-and-Half
Tree Grow Max/Min 5 / 5
Tree Full Max/Min 5 / 7
Table 6.2: First Function Set
Functions Sub, Sin, Cos
Paint4, mixAdd, mixSub, mixMul, mixDiv, mixAbs,
mixAvg, mixNBld, mixDBld, mixOBld, mixBrt,
mixSin, mixCos
FtoV, VtoF R, VtoF G, VtoF B, IfLT F, IfLT V,
IfGT R, IfGT G, IfGT B
Terminals X, Y, W, L, THETA, CANVAS C, SOURCE C, ERC
Min5, Max5, Avg5, Kurtosis5, Mean5, Std5, Median5,
Skew5
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Figure 6.1: The Source Images
Two different function sets (see Table 7.1 and Table 6.3) and different
target colour images (Figure 6.2) are used to have these six experiments.
Table 6.3: Second Function Set
Functions Add, Sub, Mul, Div, Sin, Cos
Paint4, Paint RGB, Mean Shift Segmentation,
mixAdd, mixSub, mixMul, mixDiv, mixAbs, mixAvg,
mixNBld, mixDBld, mixOBld, mixBrt, mixSin, mixCos
FtoV, VtoF R, VtoF G, VtoF B, IfLT F, IfLT V,
IfGT R, IfGT G, IfGT B
Terminals X, Y, W, L, THETA, CANVAS C, SOURCE C, ERC
Min5, Max5, Avg5, Kurtosis5, Mean5, Std5, Median5,
Skew5
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Figure 6.2: Target colour images used for different experiments
Figure 6.3: First sample of comparing big and small brushes. Table 6.3 is
used as function set. Target 2 in Figure 6.2 is used as target colour image.
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Figure 6.4: Second sample of comparing big and small brushes. Table 7.1 is
used as function set. Target 1 in Figure 6.2 is used as target colour image.
The bright 1 brush bitmaps are used.
Figures 6.3, 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6 show that using small brushes has the po-
tential for details from the source image to be recognizable in the result.
However this is not the case for Figures 6.7 and 6.8. It is obvious that by
changing the brush sizes the GP generates different styles of images.
Figure 6.5: Third sample of comparing big and small brushes. Table 7.1 is
used as function set. Target 2 in Figure 6.2 is used as target colour image.
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Figure 6.6: Fourth sample of comparing big and small brushes. Table 7.1 is
used as function set. Target 3 in Figure 6.2 is used as target colour image.
Figure 6.7: Fifth sample of comparing big and small brushes. Table 7.1 is
used as function set. Target 1 in Figure 6.2 is used as target colour image.
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Figure 6.8: Sixth sample of comparing big and small brushes. Table 7.1 is
used as function set. Target 1 in Figure 6.2 is used as target colour image.
The dark brush bitmaps are used.
The fitness values for each of the sample images and the target values
are shown in Table 6.4. The values of mean and standard deviation for all
the samples are almost met the target values. However this is not case for
DFN and CHISTQ. Comparing the third and fourth samples (Figures 6.5
and 6.6) with the other four ones (Figures 6.3, 6.4, 6.7 and 6.8) shows the
effect of using different source images. Using the butterfly source image
has less recognizable details in the results, even by using small brush sizes.
However the similar characteristics of bird and red flower against the blue
background is more recognizable. More details about the effect of source
image is discussed in Section 6.2
Note that, the fitness objectives are not explicitly measuring source im-
age details. Thus, the source image details are lost in some cases (Figure 6.3
and others). The effect of having such a measure will be shown with using
luminosity matching test in Section 6.10.
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Table 6.4: Fitness scores of using big and small brushes for six samples and
the target values
6.2 Canvas Images
The goal of this section is to show the effect of using different source im-
ages. Having many different experiments (Section 6.1) with Source Image
1 (Figure 6.1) shows that most of the details of the source image were not
recognizable in result images. The big difference of this image compared to
the other three source images used here is that it does not have a clear sub-
ject in the image. The background colour of Source Image 2, Source Image
3 and Source Image 4 is different from the foreground objects in the images.
However, the butterfly in Source Image 1 may not be recognizable if it is
viewed from a distance.
To show this effect on result images, two experiments are executed on
these source image with similar parameters (Table 7.2 and Tabel 7.1). The
target colour image is also the same (Target 2 and Target 4 in Figure 6.2).
Three runs are executed for each image and one image from the best of last
generation is hand-selected (see Figures 6.9 and 6.10.
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Figure 6.9: First sample of comparing canvas images. Table 7.1 is used as
function set. Target 2 in Figure 6.2 is used as target colour image.
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Figure 6.10: Second sample of comparing canvas images. Table 7.1 is used
as function set. Target 4 in Figure 6.2 is used as target colour image.
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Table 6.5: Fitness scores of using different canvas images for three samples
and the target values
The fitness scores for each of these result images are shown in Figure 6.5.
Images b in both samples (Figures 6.9 and 6.10) have the higher DFN value
which can be because of its noisier texture that look like noisy compared to
the other images.
6.3 Target Colour Image
Here the effect of using different target colour images is studied. The distance
between the target colour image and each generated image is calculated us-
ing the CHISTQ test. Figure 6.11 shows the target colour images used here.
There are six groups of experiment for this study. For experiment in each
group 3 runs are executed. The result image from the best of the last gener-
ation is hand-selected within the 3 runs and illustrated in this section. The
fixed parameters for these experiments are shown in Table 7.2.
Table 6.6: Third Function Set
Functions Add, Sub, Mul, Div, Sin, Cos
Paint4, Kuwahara, Mean Shift Segmentation, Median,
mixAdd, mixSub, mixMul, mixDiv, mixAbs, mixAvg,
mixNBld, mixDBld, mixOBld, mixBrt, mixSin, mixCos,
FtoV, VtoF R, VtoF G, VtoF B, IfLT F, IfLT V, IfGT R,
IfGT G, IfGT B
Terminals X, Y, W, L, THETA, CANVAS C, SOURCE C, ERC
Min5, Max5, Avg5, Kurtosis5, Mean5, Std5, Median5, Skew5
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Figure 6.11: Target colour images used for target colour image experiments
In first, second and third samples (Figure 6.12 - Figure 6.13) the Source
Image 1 in Figure 6.1 is used and Table 7.1, Table 6.3 and Table 6.6 are
used as function set in first, second and third group of experiments sequen-
tially. All these functions sets are different in using paint and NPR functions
as in first function set just Paint 4 is used, in second function set Pain 4,
Paint RGB and Mean Shift Segmentation are used. And in third function set
Pain 4, Kuwahara, Mean Shift Segmentation and Median are used. Target 3
has more light colours of white and pink and causes having the same effect in
result images (see Figure 6.12 c. , Figure 6.13 b. and Figure 6.14 b.). Target
2 causes having more green and blue in the results. Similarly, based on the
colour range and gradient of target colour image, the results have different
number of colour and texture.
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Figure 6.12: First target colour image results. Table 6.6 is used as function
set. Target 2 and Target 3 in Figure 6.11 are used.
Figure 6.13: Second target colour image results. Table 6.3 is used as function
set. Target 2 and Target 3 in Figure 6.11 are used.
In Figure 6.15 to Figure 6.17 the source images are Source Image 3, Source
Image 2 and Source Image 4 in Figure 6.1 sequentially. In sample four and
five there is an experiment using the source image as target colour image.
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Figure 6.14: Third target colour image results. Table 7.1 is used as function
set. Target 1, Target 3, Target 3 and Target 6 in Figure 6.11 are used.
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Figure 6.15: Fourth target colour image results. Table 7.1 is used as function
set. Source image, Target 1 and Target 2 in Figure 6.11 are used.
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Figure 6.16: Fifth target colour image results. Table 7.1 is used as function
set. Source image, Target 1, Target 2 and Target 5 in Figure 6.11 are used.
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Figure 6.17: Sixth target colour image results. Table 7.1 is used as function
set. Target 1 and Target 4 in Figure 6.11 are used.
For all the illustrated samples the fitness scores are shown in Table 6.7.
Using Target 3 (Figure 6.11) cause to have better CHISTQ value in sample
1 and sample 3 as the colour range of result images are more near to this
target colour image however, it makes poorer DFN value. Using the source
image as target colour image also makes lower value for CHISTQ (see sample
4) however, in sample 5 this value is better for Target 5. Target 5 has just
two colours (black and white) and more close to its result image (Figure 6.16
c) compare to the result of using source image as target colour image. In
sample 6, using Target 4 makes better CHISTQ. Target 4 has green, blue,
red and yellow (which is near to light green) and Source Image 4 (Figure 6.1
d) mostly has these 4 colours.
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Table 6.7: Fitness scores of using different target colour images for six sam-
ples and the target values
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6.4 Brush Bitmap Intensity
Using different brush bitmap intensities can also affect the results. Table 7.2
and Table 7.1 are the parameters used for the experiments of this section.
The experiments are executed in 3 runs and the best of the last generation
is hand picked within these runs for each experiment. For these experiments
two groups of bitmap brushes are used (figure 6.18). First group has normal,
dark and two bright brush bitmaps. In second group normal and bright brush
bitmaps are tested.
Figure 6.18: Different brush bitmap intensities categorized into two groups.
There are three samples in this section which is illustrated in Figure 6.19,
Figure 6.20 and Figure 6.21. Using dark brush bitmaps results in dark,
unclear images. However, bright brush bitmaps work vice-versa. Table 6.8
shows the fitness score for each object of these illustrated samples.
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Figure 6.19: First sample of comparing brush intensity. First group of
brushes in Figure 6.18 is used. Table 7.1 is used as function set. Source
Image 1 in Figure 6.1 is used.
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Figure 6.20: Second sample of comparing brush intensity. First group of
brushes in Figure 6.18 is used. Table 7.1 is used as function set. Source
Image 2 in Figure 6.1 is used.
Figure 6.21: Third sample of comparing brush intensity. Second group of
brushes in Figure 6.18 is used. Table 7.1 is used as function set. Source
Image 3 in Figure 6.1 is used.
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Table 6.8: Fitness scores of using different brush intensities for three samples
and the target values
6.5 Brush Bitmap Style
Applying different brush bitmap styles also makes different types of images.
Here for each experiment just one brush bitmap is used to see its effect. The
GP language and other parameters are shown in Table 7.1 and Table 7.2.
Six brush bitmaps are studied here which are divided into two groups and
applied on two different source images. Each of these six brush bitmaps are
used in six separate experiments as the only applied brush bitmaps. Three
runs are executed for each experiment and the best of the last generation
is hand selected within three runs. The first brush bitmap group and their
results are shown in Figure 6.22 and Figure 6.24 and the second group in
Figure 6.23 and Figure 6.25.
Table 6.9 shows the fitness score of each illustrated results. Image a
in first group has the poorest DFN and CHISTQ scores however the mean
values are almost the same for all three images. In second group, Image a
has the largest value for DFN however the value of mean, standard deviation
and CHISTQ are near each other of all three experiments.
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Figure 6.22: First group of brush bitmap styles
Figure 6.23: Second group of brush bitmap styles
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Figure 6.24: Results of first group of brush bitmap styles with details.
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Figure 6.25: Results of second group of brush bitmap styles with details.
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Table 6.9: Fitness scores of using different brush bitmap styles for six samples
and the target values
6.6 Pixel Selection
As described in Chapter 4, there are two pixel selection methods: randomly
select a number of unpainted pixels, and find the next unpainted pixel by
processing the whole image. Each of these methods creates different effects
on resulting images. There are four groups of tests in this section and for each
of the experiments there are 3 executed runs. Table 7.2 and Table 7.1 are the
parameters for these tests. For the random selection method, the number
of selected pixels is 1500 for all experiments. By changing this number, the
level of details in the resulting images is changed. To paint the canvas, the
unpainted pixels are rendered white.
The best of the last generation is hand selected within 3 runs for each of
these samples (see Figures 6.26). Using the random selection method, the re-
sults have less detail of the source image but the objects are still recognizable
specially in images a-b and g-h in Figures 6.26.
The fitness scores for each illustrated results are shown in Table 6.10.
Processing the whole image for the next unpainted pixel has more chance to
have better CHISTQ score since there is no white areas in the results.
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Figure 6.26: Comparing two pixel selection methods.
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Table 6.10: Fitness scores of using different pixel selection methods for four
samples and the target values
6.7 White Canvas
One of the parameters that causes different resulting images is to use a white
canvas instead of the pre-painted canvas with the source image. This effect
is studied in this section. Five experiments are executed within 3 runs using
Table 7.2 and Table 7.1 parameter values. The best of last generation within 3
runs are hand picked and illustrated in Figures 6.27, 6.28, 6.29, 6.30 and 6.31.
The difference between Figure 6.27 and Figure 6.28 is to use big and small
brush sizes. This causes then to have a similar range of colours in first two
samples (The same as Figure 6.29 and Figure 6.30).
The fitness scores for each of illustrated results and the target values are
shown in Table 6.11. Using white canvas cause better DFN score for sample
1 and sample 2 however, this is not the case for sample 3 to sample 5. The
mean values are almost met in all cases.
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Figure 6.27: First sample of comparing white and source image canvas.
Source Image 1 in Figure 6.1 is used. The target colour image is Target
2 in Figure 6.2. Big brush sizes are also used.
Figure 6.28: Second sample of comparing white and source image canvas.
Source Image 1 in Figure 6.1 is used. The target colour image is Target 2 in
Figure 6.2. Small brush sizes are also used.
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Figure 6.29: Third sample of comparing white and source image canvas.
Source Image 4 in Figure 6.1 is used. The target colour image is Target 4 in
Figure 6.2. Big brush sizes are also used.
Figure 6.30: Fourth sample of comparing white and source image canvas.
Source Image 4 in Figure 6.1 is used. The target colour image is Target 4 in
Figure 6.2. Small brush sizes are also used.
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Figure 6.31: Fifth sample of comparing white and source image canvas.
Source Image 3 in Figure 6.1 is used. The target colour image is Target
4 in Figure 6.2. Small brush sizes are also used.
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Table 6.11: Fitness scores of using white and source image canvas for five
samples and the target values
6.8 GP Fitness test
Different combinations of GP fitness objectives can be used to have different
types of result images. In this section five experiments are studied. The pa-
rameters and function set can be found in Table 7.2 and Table 7.1. For each
experiment 3 runs are executed and the best of the last generation images are
illustrated here (See Figures 6.32 and 6.33). The CHISTQ test is used for all
experiments. DFN is not used in first and second experiments (Figure 6.32)
and the resulting images look more like a filtered photograph however, using
luminance direct match in images a, makes it near to a watercolor or mixed
media painting. Using Entropy makes brush effects in the second result of
images b. CHISTQ and DFN are used as two objectives for images c, d and e
(Figure 6.33). However they are different in the third score which is Entropy
in image c, Kutosis in image d and Mean-Standard deviation in image e.
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Figure 6.32: Results from different fitness functions. Source Image 4 in
Figure 6.1 is used.
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Figure 6.33: Results from different fitness functions. Source Image 4 in
Figure 6.1 is used.
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Table 6.12: Fitness scores of using different fitness scores for five samples and
the target values. The yellow cells show the objects which are not included
in the experiment.
The fitness values for each objective of illustrated images are shown in
Table 6.12. The first two groups, which do not use DFN as a fitness objective,
look like photographs have the poorest DFN values, except for the second
image of the second group which has paint effects. The first group has the
best score for luminance direct match values. The Entropy values are almost
similar in all cases.
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6.9 GP Language
Different GP languages can make different effects on the result images. There
can be many way of combining defined functions and terminals in this system.
Here four sample function sets are used (see Table 6.13). The main difference
between these languages is in using different combinations of painting and
NPR functions. Three runs are executed using each of these languages and
the other parameters are fixed for all (See Table 7.2).
Table 6.13: Function Set 2
Function1 Paint4
Function2 Paint RGB, Median
Function3 Paint1, Median, Brighten, Darken, Normal Blend,
Overlay Blend, Difference Blend
Function4 Mean Shift Segmentation, Kuwahara, Medina,
Brighten, Darken, Burn, Dodge, Normal Blend,
Difference Blend, Overlay Blend
Common Add, Sub, Mul, Div, Sin, Cos
Functions mixAdd, mixSub, mixMul, mixDiv, mixAbs, mixAvg,
mixNBld, mixDBld, mixOBld, mixBrt, mixSin, mixCos
FtoV, VtoF R, VtoF G, VtoF B, IfLT F, IfLT V,
IfGT R, IfGT G, IfGT B
Common
Terminals
X, Y, W, L, THETA, CANVAS C, SOURCE C, ERC
Min5, Max5, Avg5, Kurtosis5, Mean5, Std5, Median5,
Skew5
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The best of the last generation images of three runs are illustrated in
Figure 6.34 and Figure 6.35. Based on the results, Paint RGB makes more
colourful images compared to Paint4 function. In Paint RGB separate values
are generated for each red, green and blue colour however in Paint4 one
value is generated for all three and this is the main reason of having more
gray images in rows a in Figures 6.34 and 6.35. Function set 3 makes weak
paint. Function Set 4 makes the results look like filtered images rather than
a painting.
Figure 6.34: First sample of using different function sets. Source Image 2 in
Figure 6.1 is used. The target colour image is Target 4 in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.35: Second sample of using different function sets. Source Image 3
in Figure 6.1 is used. The target colour image is Target 4 in Figure 6.2.
Table 6.14 shows the fitness score for each illustrated results and the tar-
get values. The value of Mean, standard deviation and CHISTQ are almost
similar for all illustrated results however, the DFN values are different. Func-
tion set 4 makes poorer DFN compared to other three function sets.
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Table 6.14: Fitness scores of using different functions sets and the target
values
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6.10 Using Luminance Direct Match
With the hope of having more details of the source image appear in resulting
images, the luminance direct match is used as a fitness score. For this mea-
surement the luminosity of the source image is compared with the luminosity
of the generated images. The distance between these two is used as a fitness
objective, and a zero score means the result image luminosity matches that
of the source image. Four experiments are executed within three runs.
One result image from the best of the last generation within three runs
is hand picked for each experiment (see Figure 6.36). These results show the
clear effect of luminance direct match in having more details of the source
images in the resulting images.
Table 6.15 shows the fitness values for each illustrated image. The lumi-
nance direct match value is always poorer when it is not used as an fitness
object during evolution. CHISTQ has better score when luminance direct
match is used and the reason is obvious by looking the images again. The
colour ranges of all the results with this fitness objective are closer to the
colour ranges of the source images. The only exception is in Figure 6.36d.
which has different colours from its source image. DFN values also tend to
be lower when it is used.
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Figure 6.36: Result of using and not using luminance direct match.
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Table 6.15: Fitness scores of using and not using luminance direct match and
the target values
6.11 HSV Mode
Changing the colour mode is another way to have different resulting images.
This system has two colour modes namely, RGB and HSV. All previous
sections studied the effects of different parameters in RGB mode. Here the
colour mode is set to HSV to show the effect of this colour mode. The GP
language and parameters of Tables 7.1 and 7.2 are used for all the tests.
For each experiment 3 runs are executed and one image from the best of
the last generation within the three runs are hand picked (see Figure 6.37).
HSV mode makes more green and blue colours in the resulting images.
The fitness scores of illustrated images is shown in Table 6.16. Using HSV
mode causes poorer DFN values. The CHISTQ values are almost the same
for both colour modes.
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Figure 6.37: Comparing results of using RGB and HSV modes.
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Table 6.16: Fitness scores for RGB and HSV colour modes.
6.12 Number of Generations
On this chapter up to now, the number of generations for all the executed
experiments is 15. The resulting images can be different earlier in evolution,
because they are less developed and unrefined. To see the effect of this GP
parameter, the high rank images of generation 5 are compared with high
ranks of generation 15.
Three runs are executed for each experiment and the result of each run
for these three experiments are shown in Figures 6.38, 6.39 and 6.40. In
most of the illustrated results more details of the source images can be seen
in generation 15 like in third image of Figure 6.38, first and third images of
Figure 6.39 and all images of Figure 6.40.
Table 6.17 shows the fitness scores of illustrated images. The DFN values
of generation 15 are always better than generation 5 for all the samples.
This shows the improvement of DFN during evolution. In sample 2 the
CHISTQ also improves in generation 15 however, this score has similar values
in generation 5 and 15 for the other two samples. In the first sample CHISTQ
has poorer values in generation 15. This can be happen in a multi-objective
evaluation as not all objectives improve during a run.
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Figure 6.38: First comparison for number of generations . Source Image 1 in
Figure 6.1 is used. The target colour image is Target 4 in Figure 6.2.
Figure 6.39: Second comparison for number of generations . Source Image 2
in Figure 6.1 is used. The target colour image is the source image
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Figure 6.40: Third comparison for number of generations . Source Image 3
in Figure 6.1 is used. The target colour image is Target 2 in Figure 6.2.
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Table 6.17: Fitness scores of generation 5 and generation 15.
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6.13 Conclusion
This chapter studied the effect of using different parameters and how they
change the nature of the results. Some parameters make more changes than
the others. For example different brush sizes (Figure 6.4), canvas images
(Figure 6.9), brush bitmap styles (Figure 6.23), GP language (Figure 6.35)
or using luminance direct match (Figure 6.36) make very big changes in the
resulting images. Some parameters make less changes such as using white
canvas (Figuer 6.29) and different fitness tests (Figure 6.33). However, the
effect of randomness in the evolutionary system should be considered as well.
Chapter 7
Miscellaneous Examples
The goal of this chapter is show a selection of results that highlight the
variety of effects possible with the system. All the illustrated experiments
are hand picked within the five best of the last generation of three runs.
Table 7.1: The GP languages
Common FtoV, VtoF R, VtoF G, VtoF B, IfLT F, IfLT V, IfGT R,
Function IfGT G, IfGT B
Common X, Y, W, L, THETA, CANVAS C, SOURCE C, ERC
Terminals Min5, Max5, Avg5, Kurtosis5, Mean5, Std5, Median5, Skew5
Function1 Add, Sub, Mul, Div, Sin, Cos
Paint4, Paint RGB, Mean Shift Segmentation, Median,
mixAdd, mixSub, mixMul, mixDiv, mixAbs, mixAvg,
Terminal1 Min9, Max9, Avg9, Kurtosis9, Mean9, Std9, Median9, Skew9
Function2 Sub, Sin, Cos
Paint RGB, mixAdd, mixSub, mixMul, mixDiv, mixAbs,
mixAvg, mixNBld, mixDBld, mixOBld, mixBrt, mixSin, mix-
Cos
Function3 Sub, Sin, Cos
Paint4, mixAdd, mixSub, mixMul, mixDiv, mixAbs, mixAvg,
mixNBld, mixDBld, mixOBld, mixBrt, mixSin, mixCos
Terminal3 Min13, Max13, Avg13, Kurtosis13, Mean13, Std13,Skew13,
Median13
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Table 7.2: This is fixed parameters list
Parameter Value
# brush bitmaps 5
# brush sizes 4
Processing Model Process the whole image to find
the next unpainted pixel






Maximum Crossover Depth 17
Mutation Rage 10%
Maximum Mutation Depth 17
Prob. of Terminals in Cross/Mut 10%
Initialization Method Half-and-Half
Tree Grow Max/Min 5 / 5
Tree Full Max/Min 5 / 7
Figure 7.1: target Colour Images
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Figure 7.2: Source Images
Experiment 1: Here Source Image 1 in Figure 7.2 and Target Colour
Image 1 in Figure 7.1 are used as source image and target colour image.
Two samples are shown here. Figure 7.3 is hand picked from the five best
of the last generation and Figure 7.4 is the best of the whole run. These
images are selected within three runs. The GP language contain common
functions, common terminals, function 1 and terminal 1 in Table 7.1. The
other parameters are shown in Table 7.2.
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Figure 7.3: Experiment 1: one of the best images of last generation. This
image has the watercolor effect.
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Figure 7.4: Experiment 1: the best scoring image of the whole run. This
image is near to acrylic painting.
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Experiment 2: The source image is the same as experiment 1 here but
different target colour image (Target Colour Image 2 in Figure 7.1) and GP
language. Figure 7.5 shows a sample result. The GP language is common
parts, function 2 and terminal 2 in Table 7.1.
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Figure 7.5: Experiment 2: one of the best images of last generation.
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Experiment 3: One of my digital images (Source Image 4 in Figure 7.2)
is used as the source hand-drawn image for this experiment. Target Colour
Image 1 (Figure 7.1) is used for this experiment. The GP language is the
same as experiment 2 in all the functions and terminals except here Paint4 is
used instead of Paint RGB. Two sample results are illustrated here. The first
image (Figure 7.6) is selected from the best of the whole run and Figure 7.7
is from the best of the last generation.
Figure 7.6: Experiment 3: the best scoring image of the whole run. This
image has mixd media effect.
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Figure 7.7: Experiment 3: one of the best images of last generation. This
image looks like oil painting.
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Experiment 4: Here the source image is from my designed painting
(Source Image 5 in Figure 7.2). The GP language and the target colour im-
ages is similar with experiment 3. Figure 7.8 is hand picked from five best
images of the last generation.
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Figure 7.8: Experiment 4: one of the best images of last generation.
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Experiment 5: A photograph is used as the source image for this ex-
periment (Source Image 2 in Figure 7.2). White canvas is used here and
one of the fitness objectives is luminance direct match. The GP language
contains the function 3, terminal 3 and common parts except the 5*5 image
processing terminals in Table 7.1. Also all the parameters are the same as
Table 7.2 but the population size is 300. Figure 7.9 is one resulting image.
Figure 7.9: Experiment 5: one of the best images of last generation.
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Experiment 6: Here another photograph is used as the source image
(Source Image 3 in Figure 7.2). The GP language is similar to experiment
3. Three runs are executed for this experiment and two image from the five
best of the last generation are selected and shown in Figures 7.10 and 7.11.
Figure 7.10: Experiment 6: one of the best images of last generation. This
image has watercolor effect.
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Figure 7.11: Experiment 5: one of the best images of last generation.
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Experiment 7: A painting source image is used for this experiment
(Source Image 7 in Figure 7.2). White canvas is used and luminance direct
match is one of the fitness function. The GP language is similar to exper-
iment 5 except here Paint RGB is used instead of Paint4. Three runs are
executed and one of the resulting images from five best of the last generation
is illustrated in Figure 7.12.
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Figure 7.12: Experiment 7: one of the best images of last generation.
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Experiment 8: Here Source Image 9 in Figure 7.2 is used which is its
own target colour image. Luminance direct match is used as one of the
fitness objective. Here 1000 pixels are randomly selected to be painted and
also white canvas is used. The GP language is similar to experiment 7. One
of the best images of the last generation is shown in Figures 7.13 and 7.14.
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Figure 7.13: Experiment 8: one of the best images of last generation.
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Figure 7.14: Experiment 5: one of the best images of last generation.
Chapter 8
Human Survey
Different evaluation functions are implemented for the automatic evolution-
ary system. These functions contains aesthetic and statistical measurements
such as DFN, CHISTQ, mean and standard deviation. The goal of using
aesthetic measures is to have resulting images which are beautiful and have
aesthetic value to a human viewer. These theories are new and relatively
untested, however, and they are not a guarantee of aesthetic quality. There-
fore many evolutionary art systems use interactive evolution to have the
human select the preferred images for next generation.
In this chapter the results of a human survey are presented. The goal is to
show that the good scoring resulting images (the ones which are selected as
the best ones with this GP system) have NPR-like characteristics according
to human viewers. The survey is similar to those in [60, 63]. The survey
contains twenty questions. In each question there are two images to be
compared and selected. The question for each pair is
The following images are the result of a computer-based image
processing system. For each pair of images, please select the
image that you feel looks most like a painting that a human artist
might have created. Note that you should not base your decision
on whether you prefer one image more than the other. Rather,
choose the image that you feel looks more like an image that a
person might have painted.
For each pair of images one is selected from the generation 0 and the other
is the best of the last generation. To select an image from generation 0, the
results are sorted base on their rank value and the middle score is selected.
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This process is carried out on randomly selected experiments and a pool with
many middle scoring images from generation 0 is made. Random selection of
the best of the last generation within different experiments a pool with the
best results is also done. Then one image from generation 0 and one from
last generation are selected randomly to make a pair for each question.
An online survey was made using SurveyMonkey website [1]. There are
some limitation for the basic account in this website which caused me to have
4 surveys with 5 questions in each, for the 20 questions in total. Participants
might not complete all of questions in one survey or might not completed all
4 surveys. There is no login username and password to prevent participant
from filling out the surveys more than once.
The generation 0 and last generation images are randomly placed on right
or left of the page and labeled with a and b letters. The fitness scores were not
shown in the test and participant are asked to select a or b for each question
(see Figure 8.1). Students from Brock Computer Science department were
invited to participate in this survey via email. The survey was appeared by
the Brock University Research Ethics Board (REB).
Figure 8.1: A question in the survey
A total of 37 completed surveys were collected. Uncompleted surveys
are ignored in the analyses. The number of correct selection for all twenty
questions are illustrated in Figure 8.2. A “correct” answer is when the user
selects the best of the last generation image from the pair. The sign test( a
non parametric test) is used to analyze the result of this survey. This test is
used to determine if there is no difference in the medians of the continuous
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distributions of two random variables X and Y [18]. According to the re-
sults, only one question has more wrong answers than correct ones (question
number 7 with 11 correct answer within 37 answers). The number of correct
and wrong selection for question 12 is so near with 19 correct answers and
18 wrong answers. Using the sign test shows that the participants selected
the best of the last generation images with the better fitness score, using
α = 0.05.
Figure 8.2: The diagram of correct answers for twenty questions of the human
survey. Horizontal line shows the mid-point at 18.
The results give statistical significant evidence that the tests used in GP
create images with NPR qualities to the human eyes. However, using a
stronger survey which corrects some of the earlier mentioned weaknesses,
would strengthen the results.
Chapter 9
Comparison to Related Work
The goal of this chapter is to compare this research with other related work.
All of these papers were reviewed in the literature review. Here they are
compared with the system in more detail.
9.1 Neufeld et al.
This thesis is very similar with Neufeld et al. [14] in many areas: (i) Us-
ing automatic fitness functions with aesthetic evaluation such as DFN and
CHISTQ. (ii) Using multi-objective evaluation. (iii) Using a similar GP lan-
guage such as using paint algorithm from [50]. (iv) Using pre-filter functions
such as moment and sobel. (v) Strongly typed GP is applied using float and
vector types.
However, there are some differences between these two systems:
• Neufeld et al. uses Pareto ranking as multi-objective evaluation method
and here normalized rank sum is used. With Pareto, an outlier individ-
ual can be selected, having a good score in one objective and very bad
scores in other objectives. However, this does not happen with nor-
malized rank sum, because outliers are not common. To keep diversity,
there is a penalty method for the similar individuals in the population.
• Here different versions of paint algorithm are implemented with the
hope of having more creativity.
• Using the idea of mix tree as a child for the paint function is a major
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new idea instead of using a fixed colour mixing algorithm which makes
more variety of NPR effects.
• Having more NPR functions such as Kuwahara, mean shift segmenta-
tion, brighten and darken.
• Using more fitness evaluations such as entropy, kurtosis and luminance
direct match. The user is capable of selecting any fitness function from
the list of implemented functions and also can put any weight of each
of the selected objectives.
• Neufeld et al. processes the whole image and applies the tree expression
to all pixels. Here there are two methods to process the canvas. The
first is to randomly select a number of pixels and the second one is
processing the whole image to find the next unpainted pixel. Applying
these two methods save the processing time and also get the chance of
have more unexpected and interesting results.
• The users can use any number and styles of brush bitmaps, while in
Neufeld et al. there are five fixed brush bitmaps.
9.2 Barile et al.
Barile et al. [55] has an automatic GP system using computer graphic tech-
niques to have NPR results. They have image pre-processing phase in which
the gradient and importance maps are calculated. There, the result image is
compared with the target image pixel by pixel to evaluate each individual.
My system is stronger in this point as it uses many different evaluations in-
cluding some aesthetic evaluation such as Ralph’s bell curve model. In their
GP language two types are defined namely, prog and draw. The prog node
just accepts draw nodes and each draw node is a brush stroke on the canvas.
They have a very small language compare to my system which has many
different paint and NPR functions.
Here the users can select any of the functions and terminals to make
different types of effects however in Barile et al. the goal is to generate three
types of effects, namely Shroud of Turin, Decal and Starburst. They used
three canvases and for two of them the user can defined the brushes, which
is similar to my system as any number of brush bitmaps can be set for a
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run. There, HSV mode is used but this system works in both HSV and RGB
modes based on user preference.
9.3 Izadi and Ciesielski
Izadi and Ciesielski [5]’s GP system uses triangular strokes. They used and
compared two types of strokes namely empty triangle and filled triangle. This
is one of the main difference with my system since any styles of brush strokes
can be used by importing the brush bitmaps as parameters of the system.
Their system’s fitness calculation is also different. For each RGB channel of
each pixel the difference between the target and the generated image is added
up and normalized and then the average of normalized value of three channels
is used as a fitness score. In my system aesthetic and statistical evaluation are
used as different objects in an multi-objective evaluation. They have a much
smaller rendering language compare to this system as three functions are
defined in their system. Two of these functions just accept a draw function
as their children and the third function is for drawing a triangle on the canvas.
Here different types of languages are implemented to generate more creative
and unexpected styles of images. Using different types of target colour images
is another creative advantage of my system.
9.4 Kang et al.
Using a genetic algorithm, Kang et al. [25] define a problem to have multi-
level brush strokes on the white canvas in a way to have rendered images
look as close as possible to the input image with minimum number of brush
strokes. The length and orientation of the brush strokes are calculated from
the input image. The width of the brush is depend of which level it is painted.
The level 0 has the smallest scale brushes and the size is increased by going
to the next levels. This system works in RGB colour mode. It is obvious that
this system is very different from my system. Although they have impressive
results, the style of the resulting images does not vary.
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9.5 Yip
In Yip [15], genetic algorithm is used to automatically evolve image filters
which use a combination of some simple filters, such as threshold, convolution
and median. It uses different measurements to evaluate the generated image
filters such as texture measurement, standard deviation, mean of the grey
level histogram and entropy. He applies his measurement on a target filtered
image, and the scores are used to find the similarity of generated images
with it. In my system DFN, mean, standard deviation, CHISTQ, entropy
and other measurements are available for use in evolution. Giving this option
to the user to select different objectives as fitness functions causes to have
different effects in the resulting images. There, the resulting images are more
look like filtered images than NPR effects.
9.6 Collomosse
Collomosse [56]’s genetic algorithm uses painterly rendering algorithms to
create a oil paint style image from an input photograph. The fitness function
is base on salience measure from [31] which calculates the rarity, visibility
of image and classifies the image. There is a pre-processing phase to find
salience map, intensity gradient image and classification probability of the
pixels. Interactive evaluation is used. The resulting images are impressive.
However, there is no creativity in generating new styles and effects which is
seen in this thesis.
9.7 Hertzmann et al.
There are lots of NPR research from computer graphics [11,30,77]. Generally,
each algorithm normally results in one effect, with some user parameters. The
advantage of using these algorithms is to have really aesthetic effects in the
resulting images however, there are some disadvantages in using them like
there is no diversity and variability in the results. One example of these is
Hertzmann’s system.
Hertzmann et al. [4] image analogies is a matching learning system which
uses an image and the filtered version of that image as a training data to
find a filter solution and apply that to a new photograph. The results are
significant as the filtered version of the second image looks remarkably like
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the first filtered image. The goal of such system is to simulate an existing
effect on other images and therefore there is no creativity and exploration in
this system. Although not all the resulting images of my system is similar to
real hand painted art work, my goal is to have unexpected, new styles and
effects.
9.8 Summary
There are few things which make my system very innovative, for example, a
large set of fitness functions and powerful GP language,and especially colour
mixing and canvas processing. My system creates a wide variety of NPR
effects, generally not seen in the other evolutionary art systems above.
Chapter 10
Conclusion and Future Work
10.1 Conclusion
This thesis showed a system that generates non-photorealistic rendering ef-
fects using an automatic genetic programming system. The goal of this
research was to have a creative and flexible system for evolutionary art.
Therefore this system has many parameters and options which can be set
according to the users preference. For example the number of brushes, the
brush bitmap style and intensity, different aesthetic and statistical fitness
functions, and different NPR and painting functions.
Performance analyses were done to show the effect of parameters defined.
The effect of using different target colour image, setting weight for CHISTQ
or DFN score, changing brush bitmaps intensity and other parameters were
studied. Moreover, the potential of this system to generate a variety of cre-
ative results was shown using different parameters . This study showed that
changing some parameters has effect on different styles of resulting images
such as brush sizes, brush bitmap styles, using luminance direct match, using
different target colour image and changing GP language.
A human survey was hosted online to see if human viewers also select the
resulting images which are the best ones in this GP system according to their
scores. Using the sign test showed the participants chose the best scoring
images with a 95% certainty.
In conclusion, this research had many exciting and interesting results
showing mixed media, watercolor and other painting effects. There were also
many aesthetic results with very unique colourful effects. Applying random
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selection method on a white canvas made many beautiful abstract images.
There were also some limitations with this system. It can be difficult to
get preconceived effects like Hertzmann et al. [4]. It is not easy to get special
effects when you want it because of the random and probabilistic manner
of evolutionary system and complexity of GP tree. More detailed image
analyzer and filters might create more results similar to human paintings.
For example, having a clear subject in an image matters in this system. This
system was very slow when using big images big GP trees, and large filter
areas (Some runs took 40 hours to finish).
10.2 Future Work
There are many other ideas which can be added to this research as the future
work. These are:
• Extend GP language:
Add new filters, NPR algorithms and painting methods. Use new
colour mixing algorithms. Add more high lever computer vision fea-
tures. Moreover, texture generating functions such as Perlin noise or
fractals can be added to create some new effects in resulting images.
• GP structure:
Apply multi-pass processing in GP. For instance, there can be two trees
generated with separate languages so that the result of processing the
first tree will be the input data for second tree and the result of second
tree is the final image to be evaluated
• New aesthetic fitness models:
Using other aesthetic measures can make different effects and help to
have more natural results. For example models mention in Graham et
al. [35] should be considered.
• Implement on GPU:
This may solve the execution speed problem when using big images or
large filter areas.
• Interactive evaluation:
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This would make the system a useful tool for an artist. Both automatic
and interactive evaluation could be used.
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Table A.1: Mann-Whitney test scores of CHISTQ for four experiments
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Table A.2: Mann-Whitney test scores of DFN for different brush intensities
Table A.3: Mann-Whitney test scores of DFN for weighted DFN experiment
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Table A.4: Mann-Whitney test scores of DFN for different Target Color
images
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Figure A.1: First sample: The best of the last generation of three runs to
compare big and small brushes.
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Figure A.2: Second sample: The best of the last generation of three runs to
compare big and small brushes.
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Figure A.3: Third sample: The best of the last generation of three runs to
compare big and small brushes.
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Figure A.4: Fourth sample: The best of the last generation of three runs to
compare big and small brushes.
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Figure A.5: Fifth sample: The best of the last generation of three runs to
compare big and small brushes.
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Figure A.6: Sixth sample: The best of the last generation of three runs to
compare big and small brushes.
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Figure A.7: Fist sample: The best of the last generation of three runs to
compare using different canvas images.
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Figure A.8: Second sample: The best of the last generation of three runs to
compare using different canvas images.
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Figure A.9: First sample: The best of the last generation of three runs using
different target color image.
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Figure A.10: Second sample: The best of the last generation of three runs
using different target color image.
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Figure A.11: Third sample: The best of the last generation of three runs
using different target color image.
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Figure A.12: Fourth sample: The best of the last generation of three runs
using different target color image.
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Figure A.13: Fifth sample: The best of the last generation of three runs
using different target color image.
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Figure A.14: Sixth sample: The best of the last generation of three runs
using different target color image.
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Figure A.15: First sample: The best of the last generation of three runs using
different brush bitmap intensities.
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Figure A.16: Second sample: The best of the last generation of three runs
using different brush bitmap intensities.
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Figure A.17: Third sample: The best of the last generation of three runs
using different brush bitmap intensities.
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Figure A.18: First sample: The best of the last generation of three runs using
different brush bitmap styles.
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Figure A.19: First sample: The best of the last generation of three runs using
different brush bitmap styles.
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Figure A.20: The best of the last generation of three runs using random pixel
selection method.
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Figure A.21: First sample: The best of the last generation of three runs using
white canvas and source image.
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Figure A.22: Second sample: The best of the last generation of three runs
using white canvas and source image.
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Figure A.23: Third sample: The best of the last generation of three runs
using white canvas and source image.
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Figure A.24: Fourth sample: The best of the last generation of three runs
using white canvas and source image.
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Figure A.25: Fifth sample: The best of the last generation of three runs
using white canvas and source image.
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Figure A.26: First sample: The best of the last generation of three runs using
luminance direct match.
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Figure A.27: Second sample: The best of the last generation of three runs
using luminance direct match.
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Figure A.28: Third sample: The best of the last generation of three runs
using luminance direct match.
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Figure A.29: Fourth sample: The best of the last generation of three runs
using luminance direct match.
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Figure A.30: First sample: The best of the last generation of three runs using
RGB and HSV modes.
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Figure A.31: Second sample: The best of the last generation of three runs
using RGB and HSV modes.
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Figure A.32: Third sample: The best of the last generation of three runs
using RGB and HSV modes.
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Figure A.33: Fourth sample: The best of the last generation of three runs
using RGB and HSV modes.
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Figure A.34: The tree expression with the resulting image
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Figure A.35: The tree expression with the resulting image
